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Abstract

There remains considerable debate over the active form of gold under operating conditions of a recently validated gold catalyst for acetylene hydrochlorination. We have performed an in situ x-ray absorption fine structure study of Au/C catalysts under acetylene hydrochlorination conditions and show that highly active catalysts comprise single-site cationic Au entities whose activity correlates with the ratio of Au(I) : Au(III) present. We demonstrate that these Au/C catalysts are supported analogs of single-site homogenous Au catalysts and propose a mechanism, supported by computational modelling, based on a redox couple of Au(I) : Au(III) species.

A major environmental landmark occurred in late 2015 with the commercialization of carbon-supported gold as a catalyst for acetylene hydrochlorination in China (1, 2). Since the 1950s, mercuric chloride supported on carbon has been used as a catalyst for the production of vinyl chloride monomer (VCM) via this reaction. In 1985, Hutchings predicted (3) that gold should be the best catalyst for this reaction and subsequently showed this to be the case by experiment (4). During the past decade, the manufacture of VCM has increased markedly in China, partly because of the availability of coal as a feedstock for acetylene production. However, this trend has increased the environmental burden resulting from mercury pollution and, with the signing of the Minamata accord (5), a replacement for mercuric chloride in the acetylene hydrochlorination reaction was mandated. The use of carbon-supported gold for this reaction represents the first time in more than 50 years that there has been a total change in the catalyst composition for the manufacture of a major commodity chemical.

The key question that remains is ‘What is the nature of the active gold species under acetylene hydrochlorination reaction conditions?’ Ex-situ spectroscopy and electron microscopy (6-9) studies have suggested that gold nanoparticles are present and the active sites are cationic gold associated with these nanoparticles (6, 10). Recently, a possible role for Au(I) as well as Au(III) has been implicated in acetylene hydrochlorination (11) and other reactions (12, 13). Since the original disclosure of gold as an effective catalyst for alkyne transformations (14), numerous
examples of Au(I) complexes have been described for such reactions, which suggests that the active gold catalyst for acetylene hydrochlorination could be a supported gold cation. Single gold cations have been implicated in heterogeneous catalysts before (15-17), but these materials either deactivate rapidly or form substantial concentrations of gold clusters or nanoparticles after reaction. We have now performed in situ x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) experiments to definitively show that the active catalyst for acetylene hydrochlorination predominantly comprises of Au(I) isolated cationic species analogous with the single-site homogeneous catalysis afforded by Au(I) complexes (19,20). For an in situ XAFS study of these homogeneous gold catalysed reactions, see (21).

A series of 1 wt% Au materials supported on carbon powder were prepared by impregnation with HAuCl₄ dissolved in either aqua regia, HNO₃, or H₂O by previously described methods (designated as Au/C-AR, Au/C-HNO₃ and Au/C-H₂O respectively) (11). Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis of the Au/C-AR catalyst (Fig. 1A) revealed the presence of predominantly highly dispersed isolated Au species. Some dimeric Au species were also identified, although they were a relatively minor component compared to the isolated monomeric Au species (Figure S1) (22). This finding was supported by x-ray diffraction (XRD) (Fig. 1B), where no reflections associated with metallic Au nanoparticles were observed. The lack of long-range order was further corroborated by extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis (Fig. 1C), where no Au-Au characteristic distances were detected. In addition, substantial contributions from Au-Cl entities can be seen in the EXAFS Fourier transform (FT). Fitting a first coordination shell for Au-Cl gave an average coordination number (CN) of 2.6 [Table S1 ] (22). Furthermore, ex-situ Cl K-edge XANES studies confirmed the presence of Au-Cl bonding (Figure S2) (22).

Further information on Au speciation can be determined from the normalized Au L₃ edge x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) (see experimental SM section for full details) (22). The white-line intensity (a strong adsorption feature associated with Au 2p₃/₂ core electron excitation to unoccupied 5d or 6s states) is indicative of 5d-band occupancy; Au species with higher oxidation states (i.e. reduced 5d electron occupancy) have stronger white-line adsorption features. Analysis of the white-line intensity during XANES measurements, when compared to appropriate standards, has precedence in the literature as a reliable method of identifying Au oxidation state (23, 24). The typical normalized white-line intensity values observed for cationic Au standards of Au(III) (e.g., KAuCl₄/[AuCl₄]⁻) and Au(I) (e.g. [AuCl₂]⁻) are 1.1 and 0.6 respectively and correlate well with measured values from our chosen standard materials.
The white-line intensity (Fig. 1D) of the fresh Au/C-AR catalyst was 0.78, indicating a substantially oxidized Au speciation, with linear combination fitting showing no contribution from Au\(^0\) (within fitting error), 56% from [AuCl\(_2\)]\(^-\) and 44% from [AuCl\(_4\)]\(^-\) (Table S2) (22). Notably, we have not relied upon x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for characterization because of observable beam-induced photoreaction of Au\(^{3+}\) salts (Figure S4) (22), which will overstate Au\(^0\) content in the Au/C catalysts. Photoreduction did not occur with synchrotron radiation in the XAFS technique because of the higher photon incident energy, which results in a significantly lower absorption cross section compared with XPS (Figure S4) (22).

The Au/C-AR catalyst has an induction period typically of 1 hour, strongly suggesting that its active form is generated under reaction conditions (11). To investigate the nature of the Au species under in situ acetylene hydrochlorination reaction conditions, we used a purpose-built micro-reactor to perform XAFS analysis while following the reaction by mass spectrometry (see experimental for details) (22). Under the dilute reaction conditions (2.36% C\(_2\)H\(_2\) and 2.40% HCl) that we needed with this apparatus, we observed increasing acetylene conversion with increasing time-on-line. However, the induction period occurred over a longer timespan (3 h) under these dilute conditions (Fig. 2A). All of the Au/C catalysts we tested were highly selective toward VCM; no dichloroethene or chloroethane products were detected at any level of acetylene conversion.

We used in situ XAFS to monitor changes in Au speciation of the Au/C-AR catalyst upon heating to reaction temperature (200 °C) under an inert atmosphere prior to the addition of reactants. On heating, a decrease in white-line intensity from 0.78 at 25 °C to 0.68 was observed, which suggests a change from a mixed Au(III)/Au(I) chloride speciation to a Au(I) chloride-like species. This change correlates well with the decomposition temperature of AuCl\(_3\) to AuCl that occurs at ~160 °C. (26) The white-line intensity was stable at 0.68 during the 30 min isotherm at 200 °C prior to the addition of reactant gases (Figure S5) (22). The continued absence of any detectable Au-Au distances in the catalyst indicates that the Au remained in a highly dispersed state.

Further analysis of the Au/C-AR catalyst showed that upon introduction of the reactant gases, an immediate change in the Au L\(_3\) edge XANES spectrum occurred (Fig. 2, A and B). The white-line intensity increased from 0.68 to 0.94 during the first 20 min time-on-line, and then steadily decreased back to a stable value of 0.72 after ~180 min. This observation suggests that
Au(I) chloride-type species initially present were oxidized to predominantly Au(III) chloride species by the reactants during the first 20 min, and during the subsequent 160 min of reaction, the average oxidation state of the Au species gradually moved back toward that of Au(I) before converging to a stable condition somewhere between the two extremes. After the initial 15 min time on line, where reaction conditions reached steady-state, the measured change in relative white-line intensity correlated strongly with the simultaneously recorded VCM productivity of the catalyst (Pearson’s $r$ value of -0.995 as shown in Figure S6) (22), with higher productivity being observed with lower Au white-line relative intensity. Importantly; no characteristic Au-Au distances were measurable by EXAFS while the catalyst was producing VCM during the entire reaction period (Figure S7a) (22). Linear combination fitting analysis of XANES spectral data with $[\text{AuCl}_4]^-$, $[\text{AuCl}_2]^-$ and Au-foil standard spectra showed a trend similar to that deduced from the white line intensity analysis (Figure S8a) (22). However, poor R fitting values in the linear combination fitting (Figure S9) (22) implies that our interpretation of the XANES spectral changes being solely associated with variations in the relative concentrations of $[\text{AuCl}_4]^-$ and $[\text{AuCl}_2]^-$ could be an oversimplification. XANES spectra are influenced by the hybridization of substrate molecule and metal d band orbitals (27, 28) and by changes in metal speciation geometry through interaction with the support (29). Both these reported complications are conceivable in this work, in the form of (i) interactions between the acetylene $\pi$- and Au (5d) orbitals and (ii) C-AuCl$_x$ geometric effects. However, we observed a linear correlation between white-line intensity and the EXAFS derived Au-Cl co-ordination number (CN), at a range of reaction times (Figure S10) (22), which supports our interpretation of the white-line intensity as being directly associated with changes in the Au-Cl speciation. Analysis of the spent catalyst by STEM-HAADF imaging confirmed the prevalence of atomically dispersed Au species as well as some occasional sub-nm clusters, but there was a total absence of any metallic Au nanoparticles (Fig. 2C).

To further re-enforce our findings, we performed comparable in situ XAFS studies, along with reaction effluent analysis, on corresponding Au/C catalysts prepared with nitric acid or water. The Au/C-HNO$_3$ catalysts were reported to have some activity and display comparable induction periods to the Au/C-AR catalyst (11) which was also extended by the dilute reaction conditions. Ex-situ characterization of the Au/C-HNO$_3$ sample showed lower Au dispersion when compared to Au/C-AR, with some evidence of metallic Au particles from XRD (Figure S11) (22). However, in situ EXAFS and XANES of Au/C-HNO$_3$ under reaction conditions showed that the active stable catalyst was still predominantly comprised of cationic AuCl$_x$
species (Figures S7b and S8b) (22). The same correlation between Au L₃ edge white-line intensity and catalytic activity as found for Au/C-AR materials was observed (Fig. 3A). However, the catalytic activity of the Au/C-H₂O material, when measured under more concentrated reaction mixtures (II), was very low and showed no improvement with reaction time-on-line. This catalyst was comprised predominantly of metallic Au nanoparticles (as observed from XRD, Figure S11, and STEM, Figure S12) (22), and no white-line was observed in XANES (Fig. 3A) indicating very low concentrations of dispersed Au species. Indeed, this catalyst was the only one we investigated that had discernible Au-Au scattering paths in the FT of the EXAFS data and showed no characteristic Au-Cl distances (Fig. 3B). Under reaction conditions, almost no change was observed in the in situ XANES or EXAFS spectra (Figures S7c and S8c) (22).

We also prepared a Au/C catalyst using Au(I)-thiosulfate as a precursor complex (designated Au/C-S₂O₃) that was more stable and active catalyst under reaction conditions than those made with the Au-Cl precursor. We have demonstrated that use of a more stable cationic gold complex prepared from a range of sulphur containing ligands, such as thiosulfate, results in highly active catalysts at low gold loadings (I, 30) (I). The catalytic activity of Au/C-S₂O₃ was similar that of the steady state activity of the Au/C-AR and Au/C-HNO₃ catalysts (Fig. 3A), but it had no induction period. As with the Au/C-AR and Au/C-HNO₃ materials, EXAFS analysis of the fresh Au/C-S₂O₃ sample showed no Au-Au distances and a substantial contribution from a Au scattering path with a low atomic number neighbour (Fig. 3B). Given the similar nature of Cl and S from an EXAFS perspective and Au-thiosulphate complexes having two Au-S bonds with an angle near 180° (31) (almost identical to the molecular geometry of [AuCl₂]⁻), we cannot distinguish between Au-Cl and Au-S scattering paths by EXAFS. A fitting of the EXAFS data from the fresh Au/C-S₂O₃ catalysts (Table S1) (22) gave a CN of 2.0 (±0.1), showing that the Au-bonded species was the Au-thiosulfate complex. This CN corresponded well with the white-line intensity of 0.68, further showing that the catalyst comprised predominantly Au(I) species before reaction (Fig. 3A). Interestingly, upon the addition of the reactant gases, a slight increase in white-line intensity to 0.78 (with concomitant Au-S and/or Au-Cl CN of 2.6) was observed after 30 min, indicating oxidation of some of the Au-species to Au³⁺ (Fig. 3A). This increase in CN above the initial value of 2.0 shows that Cl is coordinated to the Au-thiosulphate complex. Importantly, the increase in white-line intensity was far less than that with the Au/C-AR catalyst, which is consistent with the lack of induction period for the Au/C-S₂O₃ catalysts. As with Au/C-AR materials, both EXAFS and STEM-
HAADF imaging studies (Figures S7d and S13) (22) of the Au/C-S$_2$O$_3$ catalysts showed that the Au was almost entirely in an atomically dispersed form (with only a few dimeric species) on the C support both before and after the in situ experiments. We note that the relative white-line intensity of the Au/C-S$_2$O$_3$ catalyst at steady state was the same as for the Au/C-AR catalyst at similar activity.

Figure 3C shows that a correlation can be made between the white-line intensity and VCM production of the three active catalysts (Au/C-AR, Au/C-HNO$_3$ and Au/C-S$_2$O$_3$) throughout their induction periods and at steady state. Across all three catalyst sample sets, which we have shown to be cationic in nature, the VCM productivity can be correlated with white-line adsorptions suggesting the highly dispersed Au(I) species are crucially important for this reaction and that similar oxidation state species are responsible for the activity in these catalyst systems. However, in all catalysts that are highly active, there is also a population of highly dispersed Au(III) like species present which could suggest, as originally predicted using correlations with standard electrode potential (3), that the activity is related to a Au(I) – Au(III) redox couple. Mechanistically, the reaction could be hypothesised to proceed through the oxidative addition of HCl to Au chloride, followed by the addition of acetylene and reductive elimination of VCM through a Au(I) – Au(III) redox couple. This mechanism has generally been disregarded, as it requires Au$^+$ as opposed to the more frequently observed Au(III)(32). However, under steady state conditions, the Au(I)/Au(III) ratio is ~ 1.5, and that activity can be correlated to the presence of Au(I), as observed in several homogeneous systems (33,34).

To investigate the role of Au(I) further, we have also undertaken a Density Functional Theory (DFT) study of the interaction of HCl with supported Au species (Fig. 4). Here we focus on Au(I), by investigating AuCl on a graphite surface cut in the (119) index plane and hydroxylated on the step edge to stabilise the edge, which is described in detail in the supplementary information. HCl is added across the AuCl to form AuCl$_2$H with a barrier of 98 kJ mol$^{-1}$. This species shows a higher Hirshfeld charge of 0.37e compared to 0.19e for the AuCl. The former value is similar to Au(III) which has a charge of 0.41e, when modelled as AuCl$_3$, indicating that this species has more Au(III) character. The most stable configuration for a HCl molecule interacting with AuCl has a binding energy of -131 kJ mol$^{-1}$, which compares with -73 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for AuCl$_2$H. Dissociation of the HCl is inhibited by hydrogen-bonding interactions; moreover, this site can be easily blocked by additional HCl and other paths for dissociation are less favorable as HCl has a lower adsorption energy of -52 kJ mol$^{-1}$. The generation of VCM can occur via AuCl$_2$(C$_2$H$_3$), which has an increased stability compared
to \( \text{AuCl}_2\text{H(C}_2\text{H}_2) \) with a binding energy of \(-224 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) compared to \(-128 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\). VCM is further stabilized with a binding energy of \(-269 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) but this can be displaced by HCl. The theoretical mechanism, combined with the observation that under in situ conditions the active site is a support gold cation, with a catalytic cycle involving Au(I) and Au(III), confirms the original prediction concerning gold being the best catalyst for this reaction based on its standard electrode potential (3).
Fig. 1. Characterization of a freshly prepared 1 wt % Au/C-AR catalyst. (A) Representative HAADF-STEM image showing isolated Au species. (B) Powder x-ray diffraction data of this catalyst. (C) Fourier transform of $k^3$ weighted $\chi$ EXAFS ex-situ data of the sample and a gold foil reference. Variation in magnitude of Fourier transform is plotted with distance $R$ from the Au absorber. (D) Ex-situ Au L$_3$-edge normalised XANES spectra of the sample and a gold foil reference material.
Fig. 2. VCM productivity and in situ characterization of 1 wt % Au/C-AR catalyst as a function of time-on-line. (A) Catalytic performance as a function of time-on-line (black) and the change in normalised white line intensity (blue) as function of reaction time. (B) 3D profile plot of successive Au L$_3$-edges from XANES spectra acquired in situ as a function of reaction time. (C) Representative HAADF-STEM image of Au/C-AR after use for 240 min showing the presence of atomically dispersed species and a few occasional sub-nm clusters.
Fig. 3. VCM productivity and in situ XAFS characterization of alternatively prepared 1 wt % Au/C catalysts (A) Catalytic activity (black line) as a function of time-on-line for the catalysts prepared with nitric acid, thiosulphate, and with water; the blue lines show the corresponding change in relative white line intensity as function of reaction time. (B) k^3 weighted EXAFS Fourier Transform data for (black) 1 wt % Au/C-HNO₃, (blue) 1 wt % Au/C-S₂O₃ and (green) 1 wt % Au/C-H₂O and reference gold foil (red). (C) Dashed lines represent the white line intensities of the Au(I) [AuCl₂]^− standard (value of 0.6) and the Au(III) KAuCl₄ standard (value of 1.1), [AuCl₂]^− standard from difference spectra calculated in (18).
Fig. 4. Mechanism for the transformation of AuCl to AuCl₂H and formation of VCM reproducing AuCl. Key: Au atoms (gold), Cl atoms (green), H atoms (white), C atoms (grey) and O atoms (red). Energies are given with reference to the geometry optimized configuration of AuCl on the carbon support and gas phase acetylene and HCl. The inset table shows binding energies for each energy minima and the Hirshfeld charge on each Au atom.
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